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This was adapted into Latin as Londinium and borrowed into Old English , the ancestor-language of English.
Two of those timbers were radiocarbon dated to between BC and BC. Both structures are on the south bank
where the River Effra flows into the Thames. At its height in the 2nd century, Roman London had a
population of around 60, From the s repeated Viking assaults brought decline. Three are recorded; those in and
succeeded, while the last, in , was rebuffed. It was an area of political and geographical control imposed by the
Viking incursions which was formally agreed by the Danish warlord , Guthrum and the West Saxon king
Alfred the Great in Archaeological research shows that this involved abandonment of Lundenwic and a
revival of life and trade within the old Roman walls. London then grew slowly until about , after which
activity increased dramatically. Westminster Abbey , rebuilt in the Romanesque style by King Edward the
Confessor , was one of the grandest churches in Europe. Winchester had previously been the capital of
Anglo-Saxon England, but from this time on, London became the main forum for foreign traders and the base
for defence in time of war. In the view of Frank Stenton: The hall became the basis of a new Palace of
Westminster. For most purposes this was Westminster, although the royal treasury, having been moved from
Winchester, came to rest in the Tower. In , its population was around 18,; by it had grown to nearly , Violence
against Jews took place in , after it was rumoured that the new King had ordered their massacre after they had
presented themselves at his coronation. There is only one bridge across the Thames, but parts of Southwark on
the south bank of the river have been developed. During the Tudor period the Reformation produced a gradual
shift to Protestantism, and much of London property passed from church to private ownership, which
accelerated trade and business in the city. The commercial route to Italy and the Mediterranean Sea normally
lay through Antwerp and over the Alps ; any ships passing through the Strait of Gibraltar to or from England
were likely to be Italian or Ragusan. Upon the re-opening of the Netherlands to English shipping in January ,
there ensued a strong outburst of commercial activity. London became the principal North Sea port, with
migrants arriving from England and abroad. The population rose from an estimated 50, in to about , in By the
end of the Tudor period in , London was still very compact. After an initial advance by the Royalists in ,
culminating in the battles of Brentford and Turnham Green , London was surrounded by a defensive perimeter
wall known as the Lines of Communication. The lines were built by up to 20, people, and were completed in
under two months. During the Georgian era , new districts such as Mayfair were formed in the west; new
bridges over the Thames encouraged development in South London. In the east, the Port of London expanded
downstream. During the 18th century, London was dogged by crime, and the Bow Street Runners were
established in as a professional police force. Following the invasion of Amsterdam by Napoleonic armies,
many financiers relocated to London, especially a large Jewish community, and the first London international
issue[ clarification needed ] was arranged in Around the same time, the Royal Navy became the world leading
war fleet, acting as a serious deterrent to potential economic adversaries of the United Kingdom. The repeal of
the Corn Laws in was specifically aimed at weakening Dutch economic power. London then overtook
Amsterdam as the leading international financial centre. According to Samuel Johnson: You find no man, at
all intellectual, who is willing to leave London. No, Sir, when a man is tired of London, he is tired of life; for
there is in London all that life can afford. The Metropolitan Board of Works oversaw infrastructure expansion
in the capital and some of the surrounding counties; it was abolished in when the London County Council was
created out of those areas of the counties surrounding the capital. London was bombed by the Germans during
the First World War , [] and during the Second World War, the Blitz and other bombings by the German
Luftwaffe killed over 30, Londoners, destroying large tracts of housing and other buildings across the city. In ,
the Festival of Britain was held on the South Bank.
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Print this page Introduction Late summer, London was an emotional and physical tinderbox. Following
decades of political and religious upheaval, the restoration in of the Protestant Charles II ensured that
suspicion lingered around republicans and Catholics alike. With the country also at war with the French and
Dutch, paranoid xenophobia - a familiar English trait of the period - was rife. In April , Charles had warned
the Lord Mayor of London of the danger caused by the narrow streets and overhanging timber houses.
Furthermore, a long, hot summer had left London dry and drought had depleted water reserves. Yet the
greatest fear among Londoners was not fire. Plague had killed over 68, people in the previous two years.
Although Charles II had returned to Whitehall in February , London remained unsafe, with death carts still
commonplace. What worried inhabitants most was the strong east wind. This, combined with the dry, dusty
air, was known to be particularly effective in carrying plague. It would prove as equally efficient as fire in
taking lives. The family fled across the nearby roofs, leaving only a maid, too scared to run, who soon became
the first of the four listed casualties of the fire. With only narrow streets dividing wooden buildings, the fire
took hold rapidly, and within an hour the Mayor, Sir Thomas Bloodworth, had been woken with the news. Yet
by dawn London Bridge was burning: It did so again: Samuel Pepys lived nearby and on Sunday morning
walked to the Tower of London. Although Charles II immediately ordered Bloodworth to destroy as many
houses as necessary to contain the fire, early efforts to create firebreaks were overcome by the strength of the
wind, which enabled the fire to jump gaps of even twenty houses. By the end of Sunday the fire had begun to
travel against the wind, towards the Tower, and Pepys had begun to pack. By the following dawn, the fire was
raging north and west, and panic reigned. The Duke of York took control of efforts to stop the fire, with
militias summoned from neighbouring counties to help the fight, and stop looting. But the flames continued
relentlessly, devouring Gracechurch Street, Lombard Street, the Royal Exchange, and heading towards the
wealthy area of Cheapside. By mid afternoon the smoke could be seen from Oxford, and Londoners had begun
to flee to the open spaces of Moorfields and Finsbury Hill. The next day saw the greatest destruction.
Although demolition began to take effect in the east, in the west the fire had destroyed Newgate and Ludgate
prisons, and was travelling along Fleet Street towards Chancery Lane. This caught fire, soon followed by the
timber roof beams. The lead roof melted and flowed down Ludgate Hill, and stones exploded from the
building. Within a few hours the Cathedral was a ruin. This marked the height of the inferno. On Wednesday
morning the fire reached a brick wall - literally - at Middle Temple and at Fetter Lane. Workers took the
opportunity to pull down more buildings and widen the break. At the same time, the wind slackened and
changed direction, turning south and blowing the fire onto itself and into the river. In the north, it was being
checked at Smithfield and Holborn Bridge, and the Mayor, finally useful, was directing demolition in
Cripplegate. Top The aftermath By Thursday the fire was effectively extinguished, having destroyed acres of
the City - from the Tower in the East to Fleet Street and Fetter Lane in the West - and burning around 13,
houses, 84 churches and 44 company halls. Hysteria had raged as fiercely as the flames, as frightened fingers
fell on foreigners. The Spanish Ambassador opened his house to all foreigners in fear of their lives - Protestant
Dutch as well as Catholic French - as religious bigotry and xenophobia, born in the Reformation and raised by
the Gunpowder Plot, surfaced again. He declared that the fire had not been started by foreign powers or
subversives, but had been an act of God. A scapegoat was needed: The wait was not a long one. Top The
Parliamentary investigation At the end of September, a Parliamentary Committee was appointed to investigate
the fire. During the investigation a French Protestant watchmaker, Robert Hubert, confessed to having
deliberately started the fire at the bakery with 23 conspirators. His colleagues claimed he was unbalanced and
the details of his confession changed as flaws were continually unearthed. He was helped by a jury - that
included three Farynors - and was hanged at Tyburn. Yet with Farynor declaring - as expected - that his ovens
had been completely extinguished on the night in question, the committee was as widely believed as the
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Warren Report, and the cause of the fire became the grassy knoll of late seventeenth century conspiracy
theorists. An inferno caused by a forgetful baker, fuelled by a strong wind and indecisive leadership, was
blamed on Catholics for over years.
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the Great Fire of London. more information about the Great Fire.

External links London was a busy city in It was very crowded. The streets were narrow and dusty. The houses
were made of wood and very close together. Inside their homes, people used candles for light and cooked on
open fires. A fire could easily get out of control. In those days there were no fire engines or firemen to stop a
fire from spreading. The fire began on early Sunday morning on the 2nd of September. When Thomas went to
bed, he did not put out the fire that heated his oven. Sparks from the oven fell onto some dry flour sacks and
they caught fire. The flames spread through the house, down Pudding Lane and into the nearby streets. Soon
London was filled with smoke. The sky was red with huge flames from the fire. By Monday, houses had
burned down. Everybody was in a panic. People loaded their things onto carts and tried to leave town. Others
tried to get away on boats on the river. Some people buried their things in the garden, hoping to save them
from the fire. The fire still spread, helped by a strong wind from the east. On Tuesday, King Charles II ordered
that houses and shops be pulled down to stop the fire from spreading. By Wednesday, they had the fire under
control. But by then, , people were homeless. This source was written about two weeks before the fire. It lists
some of the people who lived in Pudding Lane. This is where the fire began. How many fireplaces and ovens
did he have? How much tax did the baker have to pay? How many men had houses on the list? How many
women had houses on the list? How many houses were empty? Who did Charles ask to make a plan of
London? Why did Charles want a map showing London after the fire? What did Charles feel about the fire?
Wenceslaus Hollar drew this map. Can you find the following places on the map? Ask your teacher for a map
of London today. On the corner of his map, Hollar put some information. It is a list of places that are
numbered on the map. This is called a key. There are a lot of halls. These were meeting places for different
kinds of craftsmen. Can you find any more? In pairs, talk about what people had to do in these jobs. Your
teacher will help you with the unusual ones. Try and find some new jobs listed here in the key that were not
listed in source 1 for example: How many churches were burnt? King Charles praised the courage of the
people in the fire. He hoped to see a more beautiful city rebuilt. He also made plans to prevent another fire.
Here are some of his plans. How did Charles plan to stop fires spreading in London? There are five different
ideas in this source. How would each of these plans help to stop a fire from spreading? Source 5 Background
Thomas Farrinor and his wife got out of their bakery in time, but their maid was too frightened to jump from
the roof. She was the first to die. Surprisingly, only nine people died as a result of the fire. Two people have
left us eyewitness accounts of the fire. The first is Samuel Pepys, who worked for the Navy. He kept a diary
from The second is John Evelyn, who also kept a diary. Both men describe how dramatic and scary the fire
was. Not everyone at the time thought that the fire was an accident. Some said foreigners caused it. Others felt
that the fire was started by those not free to follow their own religion. Some even saw the fire as a punishment
from God. A ten-year-old boy called Edward Taylor and his family were questioned for throwing fireballs at
an open window in Pudding Lane and in the streets. Fireballs were made from animal fat called tallow , set
alight and used to start fires. However, the fire was most likely caused by chance rather than by a deliberate
act. Charles II ordered that 10 October be a day of fasting on account of the fire. He told the Lord Mayor of
London to support collections for victims of the fire. Later, close to Pudding Lane, a monument was built so
that people would not forget the fire. It was the work of Sir Christopher Wren, who designed many new
buildings, including St Pauls Cathedral, when the city was rebuilt after the fire. It looks at the story of the fire
of London through evidence relating to some of the key characters â€” Thomas Farrinor and Charles II.
Background notes also provide contemporary views on the causes of the fire, based on original documents at
the National Archives. Sources The questions progress in difficulty, so that questions based on source 5 are a
little harder than questions based on source 1. Pupils could read extracts or simplified versions from the diaries
of Samuel Pepys and John Evelyn. The class could make a class mural of the Great Fire of London or pupils
could do an individual drawing. The class could discuss how we deal with fires today.
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4: Great Fire of London: how London changed - The National Archives
The Great Fire of London was a major conflagration that swept through the central parts of the English city of London
from Sunday, 2 September to Thursday, 6 September The fire gutted the medieval City of London inside the old Roman
city wall.

The major firefighting technique of the time was to create firebreaks by means of demolition; this was
critically delayed owing to the indecisiveness of Lord Mayor of London Sir Thomas Bloodworth. By the time
large-scale demolitions were ordered on Sunday night, the wind had already fanned the bakery fire into a
firestorm that defeated such measures. The fire pushed north on Monday into the heart of the City. Order in
the streets broke down as rumours arose of suspicious foreigners setting fires. Coordinated firefighting efforts
were simultaneously mobilising; the battle to quench the fire is considered to have been won by two factors:
The social and economic problems created by the disaster were overwhelming. Evacuation from London and
resettlement elsewhere were strongly encouraged by Charles II, who feared a London rebellion amongst the
dispossessed refugees. Despite several radical proposals, London was reconstructed on essentially the same
street plan used before the fire. John Evelyn , comparing London to the Baroque magnificence of Paris, called
it a "wooden, northern, and inartificial congestion of Houses", and expressed alarm about the fire hazards
posed by the wood and the congestion. It had also pushed outwards beyond the wall into squalid extramural
slums such as Shoreditch , Holborn , and Southwark , and had reached far enough to include the independent
City of Westminster. The City was surrounded by a ring of inner suburbs where most Londoners lived. The
City was then, as now, the commercial heart of the capital, and was the largest market and busiest port in
England, dominated by the trading and manufacturing classes. Wealthy people preferred to live at a
convenient distance from the traffic-clogged, polluted, unhealthy City, especially after it was hit by a
devastating outbreak of bubonic plague in the Plague Year of The relationship was often tense between the
City and the Crown. The City of London had been a stronghold of republicanism during the Civil War â€” ,
and the wealthy and economically dynamic capital still had the potential to be a threat to Charles II, as had
been demonstrated by several republican uprisings in London in the early s. Even in such an emergency, the
idea of having the unpopular Royal troops ordered into the City was political dynamite. By the time that
Charles took over command from the ineffectual Lord Mayor, the fire was already out of control. The
tenement housing on London Bridge far right was a notorious death-trap in case of fire, although much would
be destroyed in an earlier fire in Fire hazards in the city[ edit ] Charles II The City was essentially medieval in
its street plan, an overcrowded warren of narrow, winding, cobbled alleys. It had experienced several major
fires before , the most recent in Building with wood and roofing with thatch had been prohibited for centuries,
but these cheap materials continued to be used. These parishes contained workplaces, many of which were fire
hazardsâ€” foundries , smithies , glaziers â€”which were technically illegal in the City but tolerated in
practice. The human habitations were crowded to bursting point, intermingled with these sources of heat,
sparks, and pollution, and their construction increased the fire risk. The typical six- or seven-storey timbered
London tenement houses had " jetties " projecting upper floors. They had a narrow footprint at ground level,
but maximised their use of land by "encroaching" on the street, as a contemporary observer put it, with the
gradually increasing size of their upper storeys. The fire hazard was well perceived when the top jetties all but
met across the narrow alleys; "as it does facilitate a conflagration, so does it also hinder the remedy", wrote
one observer [13] â€”but "the covetousness of the citizens and connivancy [corruption] of Magistrates"
worked in favour of jetties. In , Charles II issued a proclamation forbidding overhanging windows and jetties,
but this was largely ignored by the local government. It, too, had little impact. The river front was important in
the development of the Great Fire. The Thames offered water for firefighting and the chance of escape by
boat, but the poorer districts along the riverfront had stores and cellars of combustibles which increased the
fire risk. All along the wharves, the rickety wooden tenements and tar paper shacks of the poor were
shoehorned amongst "old paper buildings and the most combustible matter of tarr, pitch, hemp, rosen, and flax
which was all layd up thereabouts. Five to six hundred tons of powder was stored in the Tower of London.
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Public-spirited citizens would be alerted to a dangerous house fire by muffled peals on the church bells, and
would congregate hastily to fight the fire. The methods available for this relied on demolition and water. By
law, the tower of every parish church had to hold equipment for these efforts: This drastic method of creating
firebreaks was increasingly used towards the end of the Great Fire, and modern historians believe that it was
what finally won the struggle. It had been noted as a deathtrap in the fire of and, by dawn on Sunday, these
houses were burning. Samuel Pepys observed the conflagration from the Tower of London and recorded great
concern for friends living on the bridge. Once the riverfront was on fire and the escape route cut off by boat,
the only exits were the eight gates in the wall. During the first couple of days, few people had any notion of
fleeing the burning City altogether. Some moved their belongings and themselves "four and five times" in a
single day. The crucial factor which frustrated firefighting efforts was the narrowness of the streets. Even
under normal circumstances, the mix of carts, wagons, and pedestrians in the undersized alleys was subject to
frequent traffic jams and gridlock. During the fire, the passages were additionally blocked by refugees
camping in them amongst their rescued belongings, or escaping outwards, away from the centre of destruction,
as demolition teams and fire engine crews struggled in vain to move in towards it. Demolishing the houses
downwind of a dangerous fire was often an effective way of containing the destruction by means of firehooks
or explosives. The use of water to extinguish the fire was also frustrated. In principle, water was available
from a system of elm pipes which supplied 30, houses via a high water tower at Cornhill , filled from the river
at high tide, and also via a reservoir of Hertfordshire spring water in Islington. Further, Pudding Lane was
close to the river. Theoretically, all the lanes from the river up to the bakery and adjoining buildings should
have been manned with double rows of firefighters passing full buckets up to the fire and empty buckets back
down to the river. This did not happen, or at least was no longer happening by the time that Pepys viewed the
fire from the river at mid-morning on the Sunday. Pepys comments in his diary that nobody was trying to put
it out, but instead they fled from it in fear, hurrying "to remove their goods, and leave all to the fire. The
resulting conflagration cut off the firefighters from the immediate water supply from the river and set alight
the water wheels under London Bridge which pumped water to the Cornhill water tower; the direct access to
the river and the supply of piped water failed together. London possessed advanced fire-fighting technology in
the form of fire engines , which had been used in earlier large-scale fires. However, unlike the useful
firehooks, these large pumps had rarely proved flexible or functional enough to make much difference. Only
some of them had wheels; others were mounted on wheelless sleds. The piped water had already failed which
they were designed to use, but parts of the river bank could still be reached. Gangs of men tried desperately to
manoeuvre the engines right up to the river to fill their reservoirs, and several of the engines toppled into the
Thames. The heat from the flames by then was too great for the remaining engines to get within a useful
distance; they could not even get into Pudding Lane. Development of the fire[ edit ] The personal experiences
of many Londoners during the fire are glimpsed in letters and memoirs. The two best-known diarists of the
Restoration are Samuel Pepys â€” [26] and John Evelyn â€” , [27] and both recorded the events and their own
reactions day by day, and made great efforts to keep themselves informed of what was happening all over the
City and beyond. Sunday morning[ edit ] Approximate damage by the evening of Sunday, 2 September [28]
"It made me weep to see it. After two rainy summers in and , London had lain under an exceptional drought
since November , and the wooden buildings were tinder-dry after the long hot summer of The family was
trapped upstairs but managed to climb from an upstairs window to the house next door, except for a
maidservant who was too frightened to try, who became the first victim. The householders protested, and Lord
Mayor Sir Thomas Bloodworth was summoned, who alone had the authority to override their wishes. When
Bloodworth arrived, the flames were consuming the adjoining houses and creeping towards the paper
warehouses and flammable stores on the river front. The more experienced firemen were clamouring for
demolition, but Bloodworth refused on the grounds that most premises were rented and the owners could not
be found. Bloodworth is generally thought to have been appointed to the office of Lord Mayor as a yes man ,
rather than by possessing requisite capabilities for the job. He panicked when faced with a sudden emergency
[30] and, when pressed, made the oft-quoted remark, "Pish! A woman could piss it out", and left. After the
City had been destroyed, Samuel Pepys looked back on the events and wrote in his diary on 7 September He
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recorded in his diary that the eastern gale had turned it into a conflagration. It had burned down several
churches and, he estimated, houses and reached the river front. The houses on London Bridge were burning.
He took a boat to inspect the destruction around Pudding Lane at close range and describes a "lamentable"
fire, "everybody endeavouring to remove their goods, and flinging into the river or bringing them into lighters
that lay off; poor people staying in their houses as long as till the very fire touched them, and then running into
boats, or clambering from one pair of stairs by the water-side to another. So I was called for, and did tell the
King and Duke of Yorke what I saw, and that unless His Majesty did command houses to be pulled down
nothing could stop the fire. They seemed much troubled, and the King commanded me to go to my Lord
Mayor from him, and command him to spare no houses, but to pull down before the fire every way. He saw
some refugees arrive in hired lighter boats near Westminster Stairs, a mile west of Pudding Lane, unclothed
and covered only with blankets. Sunday afternoon[ edit ] The fire spread quickly in the high wind and, by
mid-morning on Sunday, people abandoned attempts at extinguishing it and fled. The moving human mass
and their bundles and carts made the lanes impassable for firemen and carriages. Pedestrians with handcarts
and goods were still on the move away from the fire, heavily weighed down. The parish churches not directly
threatened were filling up with furniture and valuables, which soon had to be moved further afield. A
tremendous uprush of hot air above the flames was driven by the chimney effect wherever constrictions
narrowed the air current, such as the constricted space between jettied buildings, and this left a vacuum at
ground level. The resulting strong inward winds did not tend to put the fire out, as might be thought; [35]
instead, they supplied fresh oxygen to the flames, and the turbulence created by the uprush made the wind veer
erratically both north and south of the main easterly direction of the gale which was still blowing. Pepys went
again on the river in the early evening with his wife and some friends, "and to the fire up and down, it still
encreasing". When the "firedrops" became unbearable, the party went on to an alehouse on the South Bank
and stayed there till darkness came and they could see the fire on London Bridge and across the river, "as only
one entire arch of fire from this to the other side of the bridge, and in a bow up the hill for an arch of above a
mile long: Click on the image to enlarge and read. The fire was principally expanding north and west by dawn
on Monday, 3 September, the turbulence of the fire storm pushing the flames both farther south and farther
north than the day before. Southwark was preserved by a pre-existent firebreak on the bridge, a long gap
between the buildings which had saved the south side of the Thames in the fire of and now did so again. The
houses of the bankers in Lombard Street began to burn on Monday afternoon, prompting a rush to get their
stacks of gold coins to safety before they melted away, so crucial to the wealth of the city and the nation.
Several observers emphasise the despair and helplessness which seemed to seize Londoners on this second
day, and the lack of efforts to save the wealthy, fashionable districts which were now menaced by the flames,
such as the Royal Exchange â€”combined bourse and shopping centre â€” and the opulent consumer goods
shops in Cheapside. The Royal Exchange caught fire in the late afternoon, and was a smoking shell within a
few hours. John Evelyn, courtier and diarist, wrote: He went by coach to Southwark on Monday, joining many
other upper-class people, to see the view which Pepys had seen the day before of the burning City across the
river. The conflagration was much larger now: He observed a great exodus of carts and pedestrians through
the bottleneck City gates, making for the open fields to the north and east, "which for many miles were
strewed with moveables of all sorts, and tents erecting to shelter both people and what goods they could get
away. Oh, the miserable and calamitous spectacle! The swirling winds carried sparks and burning flakes long
distances to lodge on thatched roofs and in wooden gutters , causing seemingly unrelated house fires to break
out far from their source and giving rise to rumours that fresh fires were being set on purpose. Foreigners were
immediately suspects because of the current Second Anglo-Dutch War. Fear and suspicion hardened into
certainty on Monday, as reports circulated of imminent invasion and of foreign undercover agents seen casting
"fireballs" into houses, or caught with hand grenades or matches.
5: 4Press | Channel 4
The Great Fire of London was a disaster waiting to happen. London of was a city of medieval houses made mostly of
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oak timber. Some of the poorer houses had walls covered with tar, which kept.

6: Latest news: 12 people dead in London fire, police say - CNN
The Great Fire of London destroyed more than acres of the City of London. It destroyed more than 13, houses, 84
churches and more than 40 halls. Although official records show that only four people lost their lives in the fire, the
number was probably much higher than this.

7: Blog - Mel's Outdoor Services
This week years ago, the Great Fire of London burned through of the city's streets. Matthew Green reveals the
extraordinary structures lost in the blaze - from old St Paul's to a.

8: BBC - History - London's Burning: The Great Fire
"Where There's Smoke " is an exciting new programme for key stage one (5 -- 7 year olds) from The Play House that
blends participatory drama, storytelling, teacher-in-role and paper play to.

9: Block A - Story of the Great Fire of London | Hamilton Trust
Understand how the Great Fire of London started, spread and what the results were. Finally, think about your own fire
safety, before creating a poster and a fire safety plan. Includes: Topic Overview - Block Overview - Lesson Fireman
Jim's account Compare the fire-fighting methods of today with the methods of the 17th Century.
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